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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Hurlbut House, located one mile north of Connecticut Route 156 just west 
of Bride Brook Road in East Lyme, is a simple 1-and-a 1/2 story, gambrel- 
roofed structure dating from the late lyth-or early 18th-century. Set in a 
rural, lightly wooded section of Plants Dam Road, quite close by the road, 
the low house, with unpainted clapboards and split cedar shingles, faces 
south. A tiny, early 18th-century, shed, with an added 20th-century lean-to, 
stands nearby. To the rear is a small 1-story ell, c. 1810, while just out 
side the back door sits the original 16' well, with a modern well-sweep, 
and back from that, an outhouse, c. l8lO. Further removed from the house 
to the west is a larger, more recent barn. A portion of the acreage is 
used to pen the owners' animals, while much of the remainder,.once farmland, 
is now thickly overgrown. Several houses and a dairy farm nearby are not 
visible and do not affect the setting or scale of this quaint and primitive 
grouping.

In its original plan, the Hurlbut House was half its present size, with an 
end chimney and pitched roof. C.1730, the house was enlarged along the 
west wall when a nearby house, or portion thereof, was moved onto the site. 
At the same time the roofline was re-framed to a gambrel. Hence, the facade 
is asymmetrical with two pairs of windows spaced unevenly across it; the 
brick chimney, too, rises off-center. The windows are reproduction 6-over-6 
sash, using some old glass, while the door is a simple batten type repro 
duction.

The main room of the original house, east of the present central entrance, 
is the hall with its rough fieldstone chimney and low beamed ceiling. The 
fireplace has been made smaller and apparently never had a bake oven. The 
unchamfered summer beam, 18" wide, was cased perhaps 5 to 10 years after 
the house's construction, as, beneath its beaded casing, it is only slightly 
blackened by soot. The joists also are beaded, indicating they were fin 
ished to .tye.,exposed. . Featheredge panelling on all four walls survives.

Originally, the entry to the house was directly into the hall, so that 
what is now the porch of the Hurlbut House was once a second, small bedroom 
off the hall. A small square fireplace there indicates that the area was 
heated. Its odd, straight sides and back suggest that the builders had not 
yet realized that angled sides and a sloping back cast heat more efficiently, 
or could not construct such a fireplace. As no staircase was ever built 
into it, the porch is also unusually large. The date "1762" is scratched 
into the featheredge panelling there; the posts are widely flared and un 
cased.

i

Beneath the hall, the cellar is excavated to sufficient depth for a man to 
stand upright. A rare cellar fireplace exists in the chimney, indicating 
that the cellar once served as a summer kitchen for the house. A door in 
the east wall gives outside access to the cellar, also once accessible
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from the hall. A well-worn crescent in the panelling there testifies to 
numerous hands steadying the way downstairs. The area across the rear 
(north) of the house, unheated, was used for storage, with a buttery 
partitioned off. Above the hall, the attic was open sleeping space, 
reached at first by a ladder, evidence of which remains in worn spots in 
an attic beam. (Later, a staircase was added.) This area was heated by 
a small fireplace. Thus, the hall, porch and storage room, with the 
cellar below and open loft above comprise the Hurlbut House as it origin 
ally stood. (See Floor Plan.)

When the house was enlarged, this configuration changed. With the addi 
tion, the floor plan became that of a central-chimney structure, with a 
porch, flanking parlor and hall, and a long kitchen, with borning room 
and buttery, across the rear. A large fireplace was added to the chimney 
and the storage room became the kitchen. In the parlor, the plate, 
flared posts and summer beam, which measures 15", are all cased. The 
north wall is featheredge panelled. The small borning room behind the 
parlor is panelled all around. In the kitchen, a casement window, long 
since removed and boarded over, is clearly outlined.

The roof was re-framed during the enlargement though beams sandwiched be 
tween the rafters and the roof indicate that the pitch of the gambrel 
was insufficient and was later inclined more steeply. The northeast 
section of the attic is open and several figures pertaining to the sale 
of flax and wool are chalked onto the plank boarding between the rafters.

Still more alterations took place, c. l8l , as part of a major "modern 
ization" effort. Three dormers were set in the gambrel across the front 
and a fourth added at the northwest rear corner making possible the en 
closure of the attic into 4 small rooms. The original door was replaced 
with a more stylish side-lit model and the 1-story ell was added at the 
rear, but the floor plan itself changed little. The alterations were 
primarily cosmetic; fortunately, the owners were not wealthy enough to 
have the interior "gutted" and most of the original fabric was simply 
re-located or covered over. The present owners have found pieces of 
molding from a corner cupboard which once stood in the parlor used as 
lath in the ceiling above the parlor, while the doors of the cupboard 
were in a wall in the attic and shelves in the rafters. The fireplace 
in the porch was plastered over and a closet placed before it. Carved 
wooden mantels were added in both the parlor and the hall and upstairs,
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in the hall chamber. Some of the original featheredge panelling was re 
moved, much of it going to the construction of the dormers. More feather 
edge was plastered over as were the ceilings in the hall and parlor. 
Shelving from the buttery and even worn clapboards, showing traces of red 
paint, can be seen in the ceiling in various places throughout the house.

The house altered little after the renovations and, until recently, the 
c.lSlO outhouse (a 5-holer for which, in the 1930s, the previous owner 
is said to have been offered $300.00 by the Ford Museum in Dearborn, 
Michigan) was in regular use. The present owners are restoring the house 
and have uncovered and re-installed much of the panelling and wood-work. 
In addition to removing the dormers and side-lit door, they have replaced 
large 19th-century windows with smaller reproduction sash set with early 
glass panes. The roof has been re-covered with cedar shingles and the 
house is being re-clapboarded. Despite modern sheathing, virtually all 
of the chestnut framing members are original and extant and most of the 
interior woodwork survives. Though flooring in portions of the attic 
is original, most of the flooring, which is oak, dates from the 18th- 
century. Unfortunately, most of the hardware was removed by a previous 
owner.

In addition to the pine outhouse mentioned previously, there is a small 
18th-century shed on the property. It, like the house, is chestnut - 
framed. The beams are carefully chamfered with lamb's-tongue stops. 
The original wide door is gone, and, in the 1930s, a wood-frame lean-to 
was added along the south wall, but otherwise, the framing survives in 
tact. On one wall in the shed, the intricate drawing of a square-rigged 
ship has been etched. Etchings of several other sailing ships exist on 
the walls in the house, but none are as carefully detailed as the square- 
rigger. Presumably, they were drawn by the children of Captain John 
Johnson, a sea-captain who owned the house late in the 18th-century. An 
Indian gravesite is said to be located on the property and several Indian 
grinding stones have been found near Bride Brook, where it flows through 
the property.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Hurlbut House is significant primarily for its great age and excellent 
state of preservation. The majority of its original fabric, in particular, 
its interior woodwork, survives. It is also significant as an.illustra- 
tJL,on of the evolution of the floor plan from end to center-chimney. More 
over, the Hurlbut House is a rare surviving example of the type of simple, 
primitive structure which would have been common for the average early 18th- 
century family. ,

Though the original owner is unknown, Samuel Smith is believed to be an 
early resident. Nehemiah Smith, an early settler of New London, was granted 
land in 1652 at Poquonock (Groton); it was there, in 1676, that his son, 
Samuel, was born. Samuel later in 1698, received title to a large tract of 
land at Niantic (East Lyme) though the Smith genealogist states, 11 doubtless 
he was married and located there previous to that date since his father had 
made the purchase several years previous and was not living there him 
self." 1 Samuel and his wife Elizabeth had 8 or 9 children, his second son, 
also named Samuel, born in 1696. Despite confusion over which generation 
built the house, it would seem likely that it was the father, Samuel, and 
not the son as the property passed from four otl^er sons, Simon, Joseph, 
Paul and Daniel, to John Johnson, Junior, the''next owner in 1746. It is 
possible that the enlargement of the house was made when the property 
changed hands. Similarly, 69 years later, in 1815, the house left the 
Johnson family when William Eldridge purchased it. He quickly sold it, 
one year later, to Winthrpp Hurlbut suggesting perhaps that the later al 
terations were completed during that time. The alterations made illustrate 
the development of the house from an end- to a central-chimney floor plan.

In addition to evidence suggested by the land records, several architect 
ural features about the house indicate its great age. The boarded-up 
casement window, and an odd, straight-sided porch fireplace are two such 
evidentiary pieces. There are several other noteworthy features about the 
house, including the cellar fireplace, beaded joists, and . nautical wall- 
etchings. The abundance of featheredge panelling extant is also signifi 
cant.

1. Smith, H. Alien, A Genealogical History of the Descendants of the 
Reverend Nehemiah Smith of New London County, Connecticut, Albany, 
Joel Munsell's Sons, 1889. Page 72.
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